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1.Winter Wonderland 

2. Eskimo Party 

3. Welcome to the North 

4. Magical Christmas 
 
5. Enchanted Forest

5. Cherry Blossom Party

7. Black and Gold 

8. Futuristic Party  

9. Flamenco Fire

10. Casino Nights

11. Masquerade Balls

12. Silent Party 

13. Hollywood Nights 

14. Fire & Ice

15. Medieval Glory 



WINTER WONDERLAND
SHARE YOUR CHRISTMAS SPIRIT

"Ho ho ho !

Christmas season is fast approaching and we need to start
working on your festivities...

Well, we have a wonderful idea, let's meet together in
Winter Wonderland for a Christmas party which will put
you right in the spirit. We'll create for you a huge party
with snow, Christmas trees, candles, fairy lights and
presents obviously. Guess what, we'll also challenge your
guests to be dressed with their ugliest sweater for a
special prize! 



ESKIMO PARTY
NOTHING BUT ICE AND SMOKE !
Ski vacations are always intense moments. We get up
early in the morning to get to the slopes and we try to
make the most of it. But once the last slopes have
closed: what to do?

MYeventplanner has found the solution for you: let
yourself be tempted by an evening with captivating
music, wild dances and cold drinks in a guaranteed
atmosphere 

We'll set up an evening with coloured smoke, snow,
and ice for a total immersion that you won't forget.  

Your dress code? Nothing else than a great ski outfit ! 



WELCOME TO THE NORTH
MAGICAL NORTHERN LIGHTS, IT'S ALL GREEN!

For the first time, Myeventplanner takes you sailing
on the icy waters of the Arctic. 
In order to face the Lappish winter, there is only one
remedy: the frenzied rhythms of our best DJs. 
Beers and beats will replace your winter hats and
coats. 

Come wear your best green clothes and discover the
Northern lights as if you were in Lapland. 

Let's enjoy the wonderful night sky!



WHAT COULD BE BETTER THAN DISNEY VIBES ? 
Now that preparations for the holiday season are in full swing,
think about how you can take your Christmas party to the next
level this year. 

Can we interest you in a Magical Christmas party with
Disney vibes? Just imagine you can realize your childhood's
biggest dream. Meet famous Disney characters, build great
memories with your colleagues and dance the night away to
the best Disney musical songs. Immerse yourself into a
wonderful world filled with stars, snow, and Christmas cheer
What a magical evening isn't it?

Get your guests dressed in their Christmas or Disney Onesies
for more fun. You can as well theme a special cocktail bar for
this! 

MAGICAL CHRISTMAS



ENCHANTED FOREST
THE ENCHANTED FOREST IS THE PERFECT PLACE
TO PROLONG THE MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS
This Christmas, lose yourself in the enchanted forest filled
with magical beings which will introduce you to a different
world. Let your inner curiosity flourish and discover this
hidden world!

A world illuminated by fairies, where trees become your
home
where you might be able to meet some of the characters of
your childhood stories. We are sure you will love this! So let
us organize an Enchanted Forest for you and your co-
workers. Trees, lanterns, fairy lights, flower headbands, real
fairy-tale characters (Cinderella, Witches, fairies...), glitter, all
that you can imagine! We'll take care of everything you need
for your party. 



CHERRY BLOSSOM PARTY
さくら

Every year, the ephemeral blossoming of cherry
trees (sakura), is celebrated around the world. It is
an occasion for the Japanese to appreciate nature
eat, drink, and feast. Under the blossoming cherry
trees, people indulge in the traditional hanami, an
ancestral practice where people indulge in the
transient beauty of flowers and a great cup of Sake.

Pink flowers, traditional dances, dragons.... let us
bring this festival of nature to you.

MYeventplanner invites you to discover the magic
of this Japanese tradition during a relaxing evening. 
Cherry trees, flowers, lights, and sake will plunge you
into this unique universe.



BLACK AND GOLD
DARK NIGHT WITH GOLDEN LIGHTS

A classic theme that always gives the golden
touch to your event! 

Get everyone in their elegant outfits and
prepare them for a great time. From a great
photo booth to collect memories to themed
cocktails and stylish nibbles, this theme will
get you in the perfect mood for a great
party!



FUTURISTIC PARTY
DON'T LIVE IN THE PAST, GET EAGER FOR A
BETTER FUTURE!

Travel to the future with our futuristic evening, the
decor becomes digital and the animations exploit
the best of the new technologies to plunge you
into an atmosphere worthy of a film.

Neon lights, lasers, glow wear, radiant drinks,
futuristic glasses, and face paint. Are you tempted
by the future? 

Allow your guests to travel the universe and
prepare them for a night to remember!



FLAMENCO FIRE
FLAMENCO, AN EXPLOSIVE COCKTAIL 

Shoe clack, dresses fly and arms draw precise and elegant
curves in the air. Passed on from generation to generation
this musical heritage has gradually become widespread
and is attracting more and more fans.

Flamenco is an expression of elegance and liveliness.
Imagine an event with your co-workers in this elegant
atmosphere, MYeventplanner can immerse you in the
Flamenco world! Flamenco singers, drummers, guitar
players,  castanets, and dancers what a show to enjoy at a
party! Pair these with delicious traditional tapas, a good
glass of vino and beautiful decor for a night of fire!



CASINO NIGHTS
A CHIC AND AMBITIOUS THEME 
Between games, flying chips, and great vibes a
good martini (shaken, not stirred) will be a great
refreshment! 

Imagine your guests, in elegant attire, sipping a
cocktail while playing cards or dice. Some will try to
hit the jackpot with bets on red and black. Forget
about real money and have a good time with
colleagues. 

Let MYeventplanner bring the casino thrill to your
party through games, great decor and fun
entertainment which might win you the Jackpot!



MASQUERADE BALL
THE FACE BEHIND THE MASK
Put on your best baroque costume and your mask
and take part in the Masquerade Ball for an
extraordinary evening!

An evening placed under the sign of elegance and
mystery in a chic and subdued atmosphere to live a
concentrate of emotions.

To add spice to the evening we will give a number to
each guest, each of them will have to try to find out
who is under the mask. To do this, a time limit is set
and the results are recorded, at the end of the party,
the "unveiling" takes place and the guests will show
their identity. There may be a small prize for each
success.

With MYeventplanner make a lasting impression on
your employees by giving them an unforgettable
experience.



SILENT PARTY
CHOOSE YOUR MUSIC!

For those who don't know, a Silent Party is a party
where each participant wears a Bluetooth headset
connected to the DJ, and parties without a single
noise. We grant you, it can give a strange
impression to land in the middle of a Silent Party
without expecting it and see everyone shaking in
silence! But the concept is very popular.

Big advantage: no more noise pollution, the
neighborhood won't jump up and down in anger.
And the participants let themselves be carried by
the music of their choice. The helmets change
color according to the chosen DJ (blue, red, green).
The result is there: contrary to what we think, the
interactions are numerous between the
participants, even equipped with a headset (which
will be provided at the entrance). The experience is
worth the detour. 



HOLLYWOOD NIGHT
BE THE STARS OF THIS GLAMOROUS EVENING

The Hollywood-themed evening will carry you away
in a most grandiose gala. Choosing this Hollywood-
style party is to give your guests the best.

Incorporate the famous letters on the hill into your
set and recreate the Hollywood landscape. Movies,
television, music, radio, theater... let them live the
American dream! Bow ties and gala dresses are a
must for this elegant corporate event. 
MYeventplanner delivers your event in a turnkey
fashion and manages the D-day so that you can
enjoy your guests.

Take your employees on a journey on the most
famous boulevard in the world: the Hollywood Walk
Of Fame. They will still be talking about it long after it
has taken place.



FIRE AND ICE
NO DRAGONS HERE!

Turn your corporate holiday event into an astonishing one
with our Fire and Ice theme. 

The two elements contrast each other perfectly for this
wonderful experience. Between bright red and yellow
flames and white and blue ice, your event will become
the perfect battleground for these two elements. 

Entertainment here must not be missed! From fire
breathers to Ice dancers, flaming spirits to freezing
cocktails, everyone must choose a side! 

Allow us to bring to you this wonderful experience and be
ready to astonish all your attendees!



MEDIEVAL GLORY
LIVE AGAIN PAST DAYS OF BATTLE AND CHEER!

Let us take you back to the Middle Ages and feast with us
as accustomed in those days. 

On the program, dances, jugglers, jokers, fire breathers,
music, and medieval drinks. Put on your costume and
join the troops of dancers and musicians!

Archery demonstrations, together with giant wooden
games: a lot of opportunities to have fun, completely
offbeat! For one evening, you are catapulted into the 14th
century.

MYeventplanner will immerse you in a world of valiant
princes and fairies.



Are you interested in these
concepts?

  Let's meet to discuss it !



Are we missing something?

catering for any food packages or drinks you would wish to include
decorations
and provide any merchandise items. 

liam@myeventplanner.com.mt 
+356 99036642

jurgen@myeventplanner.com.mt 
+356 99036655

No problem. We will create it as you wish! 

Let us know what you had in mind and we will come up with a whole concept just for you. Besides this, we may also offer options of

Have any questions, or want to know further about options available? Do not hesitate to contact your account manager or drop us an email or
call. 

or 




